"Care at the heart of local service delivery for inclusive recovery" will be the theme of the **UCLG Executive Bureau** that will take place online from **18-20 May 2021**. The event will focus on the following strategic priorities:

- Territorial approach for the urban era: forums of regions and intermediate cities forums
- Redefining Governance: Conclusions of the Emergency Governance Initiative initiative
- Local financing for development: next steps
- Local governments at the UN towards Quito+5: Localisation and the New Urban Agenda

The UCLG Executive Bureau is responsible for initiating proposals and carrying out the decisions of the UCLG World Council. It is in charge of the World Organisation’s administrative and financial management. Composed of 115 members, it meets twice a year and usually gathers around 200 participants. Metropolis, as the UCLG Metropolitan Section, has 8 seats at the Executive Bureau and 22 at the World Council.